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Abstract: The performance of Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) utilizing dynamic source routing (DSR)
protocol was investigated and analyzed. Different simulation scenarios involving different DSR networks were
launched using the network simulator package NS2. The effect of Maximum-Header-Length (MHL) on selected
performance matrix was studied for different DSR networks. The selected matrix involved the average end-to-
end delay, the average packet size and number of dropped packets. Results of this study showed the possibility
of selecting dynamic value of (MHL) while keeping optimum network performance. However, this selection was
found dependent on many network parameters such as network diameter, number of nodes and nodes
transmission range. The selection of the dynamic (MHL) was made possible by direct relation with few
adjustable parameters. These parameters represented the scatter of nodes within the network coverage area.
Optimum (MHL) values suggested by this relation ensured the coverage of 95% of the network nodes and
provided flexibility to network administrators for tuning them.
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INTRODUCTION computing devices could be homogeneously or

The wireless mobile network consisted of a set of routing path to send packets between the source and the
wireless communicating computing devices. These destination stations had earned great elaboration from
devices with their antenna were capable of transmitting researchers.
data packets between each other within limited Ad Hoc networks routing protocols were divided as
transmission radius (range) [1-4]. Two types of wireless table-driven routing and source-initiated on-demand
mobile networks were implemented; namely, driven routing. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) was
infrastructured and infrastructerless [2, 4-6]. The considered as one of the efficient source-initiated routing
infrastructure type was characterized by the use of wired protocols [7-9]. The DSR protocol enabled the source
and base stations (fixed gateways). Multiple base stations node to save and maintain the routing path to the
were usually connected as wired topologies like bus, star destination node. This path represented the sequence of
and fiber-optics. In addition, the surrounding nearest nodes through which the sent packet should pass to
mobile stations connected to each base station based on reach destination node. The sequence will be attached to
their range. On the other hand, infrastructureless each packet header prior to its sending through the
networks were characterized by the absence of fixed routs. network.
All nodes were capable of moving and connecting in The DSR protocol searched for new paths using the
dynamic and arbitrary manner. This capability allowed flooding technique in which source node initiated a route
mobile nodes to play the role of routers which discover discovery request. The request appeared as broadcasted
and maintain routs between other nodes. Such networks Route Request (RREQ) message in the network. The
are commonly known as Ad Hoc networks [1, 3, 4, 6]. The identifier of each node would then be appended to the

heterogeneously dispersed in space. Finding the best
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message upon the receipt of the RREQ. Then, the diameter. Therefore, the MHL could not assume constant
receiving node forwarded the RREQ message to the next values as optimum solution due to changing nature of
node and the message kept broadcasted until it reached network diameter.
the desired destination node. Following its arrival to the Optimizing the routing path for sending packets is
destination node, the RREQ would be sent back to the believed to reduce the end-to-end delay of the sent
source node through the same path as a Rout Reply packets. In turn, this path will reduce the probability of
(RREP) message. One basic characteristic of the DSR was loosing packets due to congestion. The present work aims
its ability to maintain the r outing information only at discussing the effect of MHL on DSR networks and to
between nodes that need to communicate [10, 11]. This construct a methodology for tuning MHL for different
feature reduced the overhead of maintaining routing DSR networks. Also, the effect of MHL on the
information and the reduction of rout discovery overhead performance of different DSR networks will be analyzed.
by the rout caching. 

Many problems were observed and associated with Simulation and Analysis: To illustrate and prove the
the use of DSR. One problem was that the flood of route importance of selecting MHL in DSR MANET, different
requests might potentially reach all nodes in the network. simulation scenarios were launched using Network
Also, an intermediate node might send RREP using a stale Simulator package NS2 [12]. The results were extracted
cached route, thus polluting other caches. In addition, from the generated simulation trace files using the text-
DSR packet header size grew as the routing path became processing programming language AWK [13]. The main
longer. This growth stemmed from the  fact  that  each configuration parameters used in the present simulations
node  appended additional entry in the DSR packet were presented in Table 1.
header. Therefore, to maintain packet header size, the DSR
protocol imposed a limitation over the number of routing The Number of Nodes: The first scenario assumed the
entries which could be appended to packet header [9-11]. distribution of 50 nodes over an area of 670 m . Simulation

The number of routing entries was characterized by results of the implemented scenario were tabulated in
a parameter called Maximum Header Length (MHL). The Table 2 for different values of MHL. A steady state was
DSR protocol allowed only a maximum of MHL entries in reached when MHL values increased beyond 8. This was
each packet header. If this maximum was exceeded then proven by repeating the same analysis for MHL values 14
the packet would be dropped accordingly. Consequently, and 16. Also the effect of MHL on the performance of
the performance of the MANET was believed to be DSR MANET was evident for values less than 8. Results
enhanced by the proper selection of MHL value. Smaller showed that the number of sent packets to the number of
MHL  value  increased  the  number of dropped packets forwarded packets went through minimum limit for MHL
[6, 10]. On the other hand, larger MHL value yield value of 6. other minimum was shown for the average
increased packet header size. The increased size required forwarded packets per node when MHL was set to 4. On
longer time for the RREQ messages to flow in the network the other hand, the average packet size increased
seeking for an unreachable destination node. continuously as MHL was increased.

The distribution of nodes in the space (referred to as The  second  scenario  assumed  the distribution of
the Network Diameter) would strongly affect the optimum 70  nodes  over  same area. Results were tabulated in
selection of MHL. Regardless of the shape of nodes Table 3 with similar trend for the steady state behavior. 
distribution (uniform or normal distribution), increasing
the diameter necessitate longer sequence to reach
destination node. In contrary, increasing nodes
transmission range required smaller number of connected
nodes. Unfortunately, the distribution of nodes, the
network diameter and the transmission ranges are all
considered dynamic parameters in MANET [5, 6, 11]. The
dynamic nature of these parameters resulted from the fact
that mobile nodes of different transmission ranges may
join and spread in space to form a network of changing
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Table 1: NS2 input parameters

Parameter Value

Application Type Constant Bit Rate (CBR)

Maximum Connections Half the Number of Nodes

Node Pause Time 3

Node Speed 3 m/s

Simulation Time 100 s

Seed 0.1

Rate 4 packet/second
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Table 2: Simulation results for 50 Nodes / 670 m2

MHL 2 4 6 8 10 12

Average End-To-End Delay 0.005607 0.04076 0.3022 0.2424 0.2424 0.2424
Packets

Generated 339 562 573 567 567 567
Sent 122 549 567 559 559 559
Forwarded 1697 956 776 896 896 896
Dropped 217 24 23 36 36 36
Lost 0 0 29 25 25 25
Average Size 57.16 145.89 204.30 211.42 211.42 211.42
Average Forwarded/ Node 5.742 1.237 1.572 1.708 1.708 1.708

Bytes
Sent 52084 185320 193312 186308 186308 186308
Forwarded 81456 245596 240572 272672 272672 272672
Dropped 115444 5692 5852 3544 3544 3544

Table 3: Simulation results for 70 Nodes / 670 m2

MHL 2 4 6 8 10 12

Average End-To-End Delay 0.005851 0.1778 0.2254 0.3816 0.3816 0.3816
Packets

Generated 267 501 560 619 619 619
Sent 132 492 554 615 615 615
Forwarded 1495 662 846 909 909 909
Dropped 135 34 17 58 58 58
Lost 0 24 0 5 5 5
Average Size 54.79 134.57 132.37 134.71 134.71 134.71
Average Forwarded/ Node 7.600 1.591 1.002 1.706 1.706 1.706

Bytes
Sent 11216 152944 151944 158672 158672 158672
Forwarded 71760 148492 173548 174760 174760 174760
Dropped 71820 4968 3500 3652 3652 3652

The  similarity  indicated  that  eight  entries  in  DSR
packet header were sufficient to stabilize the system for
the same network area. Both scenarios resulted in the
minimum ratio of dropped bytes to sent ones for
MHLvalues greater or equal to 8. However, the calculated
ratio for 50 nodes scenario was 0.019, while it was 0.023
for the 70 nodes.

Figures 1, 2 and 3 presented comparisons between
simulations results of both scenarios when changing
MHL. The least number of forwarded packets per node
was obtained for MHL value of 4 for the 50 nodes and 6
for the 70 nodes. These characteristic values indicated
minimum percentage of dropped packets for both
scenarios. Also, the average packet size grew
exponentially by increasing the MHL value at a
decreasing rate for both scenarios.

It  is  common  criterion  in  conventional  DSR
networks  to  set  MHL  to  a  static  value.  This  criterion
was  emerged  from  the  fact  that  performance  matrices Fig. 1: Effect of Maximum-Header-Length on average
of  DSR  networks  were  considered  stable  when  MHL number of forwarded packets per node as
was  set  to  static   values.   However,   results   presented performance measure of DSR network.
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Fig. 2: Effect of Maximum-Header-Length on average Fig. 3: Effect of Maximum-Header-Length on percentage
packet size as performance measure of DSR of dropped packets to generated packets as
network performance measure of DSR network.

by Figures 1, 2 and 3 showed that this criterion did not
reflect optimum performance for the studied scenarios.
Considering the different performance measures shown in
Figures 1, 2 and 3 as performance matrices of DSR
networks, then the best value of MHL for the 50 nodes
scenario was 4 while this value was 6 the 70 nodes case.
These results indicated the need for setting MHL values
in dynamic fashion depending on the network diameter.

Network Diameter: In contrast to the conventional
criterion reflecting the steady state behavior with MHL
value of 12, results of this study showed that the
selection of lower values would also keep the performance
within the steady state conditions. However, other
simulations are conducted to examine the effect of
network diameter on DSR performance with MHL value
set to 8 and number of nodes set to 70. Results listed in
Table 4 showed that the average end-to-end delay grows
with the increase of network diameter. Also, the
percentage of dropped bytes to total generated bytes and
the average forwarded packets per node were both
increased with the increase of network diameter. These
results  indicated  the  importance  of  network  diameter
for  optimal  selection  of  MHL.  The  lower  MHL  value
did not show  steady  state  performance   or   represented
the   best    selection   for   any   given   network  diameter.

Table 4: Simulation results for different network diameters and using MHL

value set to 8

Network Diameter 400 m 670 m 1000 m2  2  2

Average End-To-End Delay 0.247 0.382 0.865

Packets

Generated 555 619 649

Sent 520 615 635

Forwarded 144 909 2107

Dropped 37 58 76

Lost 0 5 86

Average Size 191.6 134.7 164.8

Average Forwarded/ Node 0.303 1.71 3.36

Bytes

Sent 175960 158672 145848

Forwarded 27156 174760 519788

Dropped 1836 3652 9632

Accordingly, one could conclude that setting MHL to a
static value, regardless of the network diameter and
number of nodes, was not an optimal or even better
selection.

The Configuration and Tuning of MHL for Different
DSR Networks: In typical mobile Ad Hoc networks, the
continuous movement of nodes in space increased their
probability  of  joining  new   network   and   leaving  their
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Fig. 4: Mobile nodes distribution near the library in a worst case scenario was achieved when for two nodes (a)
university campus and (b) located on opposite sides of the network center.

current one. Also, the movement of these nodes would by  the  maximum  allowable  distance  from  the  center
expect to make them reachable to some nodes and within the network diameter. In this case (D ) would be
unreachable to others within the same network. The represented as:
dynamic nature and random characteristic of Ad Hoc
networks made the node distribution and network D  = X  + X (4)
diameter to be variable and uncontrollable.

The random characteristics of the Ad Hoc networks Substituting Equation 2 into Equation 4 yields
made it reasonable to represent the nodes distribution as
having Normal Distribution (ND) in network space. The
probability density function (PDF) was defined as follows
[14]:

(1) Accordingly, the maximum number of nodes, denoted

Where (µ) is the mean and (F) is the standard deviation of value for the current network configuration would be:
distances (X) for all nodes in the network. The main
characteristic of the PDF was that more than 68% of the
points fell within one standard deviation distance from the
mean and increased to 95% for two standard deviations.
Rearranging Equation (1) as: (6)

(2) knowing values of the several parameters on the right

Where i = 1,2,..., N and (N) is the number of nodes in the these values such as knowing the normal distribution
network. Equation 3 provided better insight to the function of the network. In addition, the assumption made
location of any node following a normal distribution. regarding the constant (TR) for all nodes might represent

Figure 4 shows the density of mobile nodes for serious challenge for networks involving mobile nodes. In
students in university  campus  close  to  active  buildings such case, the weighted average technique should be
like the library. If X is the distance from the center of a used to calculate the best estimate for (TR) value.
given Ad Hoc network for a joining node, then the However, network administrators could give rough
random representation of X is achieved by assuming that estimated values for (TR) and (µ) and then consider the

this node will follow a predefined Probability Density
Function. Define (TR ) as the transmission range of nodei

(i), which could be assumed to be the same for all nodes
within the network (TR  = TR  = ... = TR  = TR  = TR).1  2    NG1  N

Then,  the  number  of  nodes   required   for  sending data
from node (a) to node (b) denoted as (H ) could bea

b

calculated as:

(3)

Where  (D )  is  the  distance  between  node  (a)  anda
b

node (b).
The maximum value for (D ) that represented thea

b

These   nodes    should   also   conditionally   separated

a
b

a   a  b
b

(5)

as (Max(H)), which would represent the desired (MHL)

The calculation of (MHL) using Equation (6) required

hand side of the equation. Unfortunately, several
complications were associated with the estimation of
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(F), (P(X )) and (P(X )) as tuning parameters to refine their 2. Charles, E.P. and E.M. Royer, 1999. Ad-hoc On-a   b

rough estimates for the selection of the desired MHL. Demand Distance Vector Routing, Proceedings of the
Following the tuning processes, administrators would be Second IEEE Workshop on Mobile Computer
able to define the desired value of MHL for all nodes Systems and Applications, pp: 90.
willing to join their network. 3. Shu Du, Ahamed Khan, Santashil PalChaudhuri,

To ease the complexity of using Equation 6, one Ansley Post, Amit Kumar Saha, Peter Druschela,
could utilize the basic characteristics of the normal David B. Johnson and Rudolf Riedia, 2008. Safari: A
distribution function mentioned previously. If (µ + 2F) self-organizing, hierarchical architecture for scalable
was  taken  as  the  distance  from  the  center  of  the ad hoc networking. Ad Hoc Networks, 6: 485-507.
network which in turn represented the mean, then the 4. Fujita, S. and H. Esaki, 2009. ATMOS: A middleware
desired (D ) that covers 95% of the network nodes could for Transparent MObile ad-hoc networking Systems,a

b

be calculated as: http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1516241.1516273.

D  = 2 × µ + 4 × F (7) Current Routing Protocols for Ad-Hoc Mobilea
b

Based on Equation (3), the maximum number of nodes Magazine, 5: 46-55.
would be calculated from 6. Clausen, T.H., 2007. A MANET Architecture Model,

(8) 00136862_v3/.

Then, parallel to Equation 6, one could use the of Ad Hoc Routing Protocols in a Network Scenario
following relation, Equation (8) provided direct measure Used for Videphone Applications. Proceedings of
for MHL based on few adjustable parameters that ensures the Proceedings of the 38th Annual Hawaii
the coverage of 95% of the network nodes. International Conference on System Sciences

CONCLUSIONS 8. Murthy, S. and J.J. Garcia-Luna-Aceves, 1996. An

The selection of MHL directly affected the ACM  Mobile  Networks  and Applications Journal,
performance of DSR MANET. Unlike the conventional 1: 183-197.
criterion of selecting static values for MHL, it was 9. Perkins, C.E. and P. Bhagwat, 1994. Highly Dynamic
possible to select dynamic values of MHL without Destination Sequenced Distance-vector Routing
harming the overall network throughput. However, (DSDV) for Mobile Computers, ACM Computer
selection was dependent on network diameter, number of Communications Review, 24: 234-244.
nodes and nodes transmission range. All these factors 10. Bhalaji N. and A. Shanmugom, 2009. Reliable Routing
together played essential roles in determining the desired against selective packet drop attack in DSR based
MHL on any given DSR network. A simple relation was MANET, Journal of Software, 4: 536-543.
derived to optimize the selection of the desired value for 11. Mehdi Alilou and T. Mehdi Dehghan, 2005.
MHL. This relation ensured the coverage of 95% of nodes Upgrading performance of DSR Routing protocol in
based on few adjustable parameters namely; (TR), (µ) and mobile Ad Hoc networks, World Academy of Science
(F). However, values of these parameters should be Engineering and Technology, 5: 38-40.
decided by network administrators. 12. Network Simulator 2 (NS2), http://www.isi.edu.
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